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Abstract 
There are many types of lexical cohesion that can be found in a text, such as repetition, 
reference, logical relationships, and conceptual associations. To date, much of the research 
on cohesion has focused on repetition and reference, partly because of the ease of use 
of automated solutions. Logical relationships and conceptual associations, on the other 
hand, have been given little attention in previous research. This is perhaps due to the 
subjective nature of these semantic connections which can vary between people based 
on many factors such as their background knowledge, their culture, and their language 
proficiency. However, previous research has shown that conceptual associations in 
particular may play a large role in the perceived quality of a text, and therefore they are 
a worthwhile linguistic feature to investigate further. To aid future research in this area, 
this study attempts to provide a systematic methodology using a network-based approach 
for the identification and classification of logical relationships and conceptual 
associations in a text. A pilot study using the developed methodology was conducted on 
texts from different levels of English graded readers, and results show that the methodology 
can identify substantial differences in the use of these types of semantic relationships 
between texts.

1. Introduction          
In any type of text, be it spoken or written, the concepts and ideas must be well connected 

in order for the listener or reader to be able to follow the logical flow of the text. Therefore, the 
concept of cohesion and the study of cohesive devices has become important in language studies, 
especially in the field of first and second language teaching, testing, and writing research. Studies 
have shown that second language learners may possess the knowledge of the grammatical rules 
and words to use but are often unable to produce a unified and connected text (Deri, 2019). 
However, previous studies tend to focus on investigating certain types of cohesion such as 
repetition, reference, substitution, and conjunction (Alotaibi, 2015; Karadeniz, 2017; Coyle, 
Mora, & Becerra, 2020; Samsudin, 2020). While there are two types of cohesion (grammatical 
and lexical), much research of cohesion concept appears to heavily emphasize the grammatical 
type. Overusing these cohesive devices in writing, however, does not equate to higher writing 
quality. Even though studies show that students already have a very good understanding of 
grammatical cohesive devices, and that repetition, conjunction, and substitution dominate lexical 
cohesion in writing (Nilarasi, 2017), Alotaibi (2015) found that the lowest rating papers rated by 
teachers tend to have higher occurrences of cohesion through repetition.

Lexical cohesion such as logical relationships (synonyms, antonyms, meronyms, and 
hypernyms) has also been investigated in different types of texts (Alotaibi, 2014; Bahaziq, 
2016; Nilarari, 2017). These logical relationships are perhaps more straightforward to identify 
compared to collocations which are “lexical items that regularly co-occur” (Halliday & Hassan, 
1976, p. 284). The antonym of high, for instance, is low, and the percentage of agreement 
between two raters will likely be very high. However, identifying collocation which relies on 
many factors such as context, parts of speech, and background knowledge of two or more raters, 
it may be more difficult to ensure inter-rater reliability.
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For the studies which do attempt to investigate collocations in a text, many of them 
use a lexical chain approach, as seen in Morris and Hurst (1991). This approach captures 
the semantically associated concepts or words in a sequence. Likewise, Towns and Watson Todd 
(2019) also took a lexical chain approach towards identifying collocations in a study of linguistic 
features in exceptional writing. Their paper referred to collocations as “conceptual associations”, 
which the current study will adopt as well. However, the lexical chain approach restricts 
the possibility that one word may be directly connected to more than two concepts (one before 
and one after). As a result, the current study will take a network-based approach by using Towns’ 
(2021) general-purpose semantic relationship taxonomy for classifying logical relationships and 
conceptual associations in general English texts. The current study is considered to be a formative 
study to first adopt Towns’ (2021) taxonomy in order to gain more insights into the role of these 
types of semantic relationships in differentiating the language used in two different texts. 

Towns’ (2021) purpose in developing the taxonomy was to create a simple semantic 
relationship taxonomy for classification of conceptual associations. The taxonomy was 
specifically designed to be general enough to be applied to multiple text types. The strength 
of this taxonomy is that it is built from previous research which has developed taxonomies 
for classifying conceptual association from different fields such as computational linguistics 
and psycholinguistics. Some previous well-known studies that Towns’ (2021) taxonomy was 
built upon were findings from Bolognesi et al. (2017), Morris and Hurst (1991), and Wu and 
Baralou (2009). Towns (2021) mentioned that the existing taxonomies can be quite complicated 
for non-exerts to use. In his taxonomy, conceptual associations are categorized into three broad 
types: logical, activity, and entity. Within these three broad types, the subtypes of each are also 
provided (e.g., logical:synonym, activity:instrument, entity:property, etc.). The taxonomy also 
includes natural language explanations for the ease of analysis as well (e.g. logical:synonym, 
X has the same meaning as Y; activity:instrument, X (obj) is used for Y(activity)). 

The network-based method in this study will be used on two different levels of texts 
from graded readers. Graded readers are short books of both fiction and non-fiction that are 
syntactically and lexically designed to suit students’ level of proficiency (Bamford, 1984). Both 
teachers and students themselves can select books that are appropriate for their vocabulary and 
grammatical structure level. Graded readers are useful resources for learners since they allow 
them to independently interact with the text until they are proficient enough to deal with authentic 
text (Allan, 2009). In other words, the written text is carefully designed to expose learners to 
the appropriate level of different linguistic aspects until they are proficient enough to encounter 
a real-world written text. The indication of a particular level can be identified as A1 to C1 as 
these graded readers are categorized based on the Common European Framework of Reference 
(CEFR). Since different proficiency levels in written text need to be based on the principle 
of CEFR, this influences the use of grammatical structure, the range of words (Allan, 2009), 
the numbers of word families, and the plot (Prtljaga, Palinkasevic, &Brkic, 2015).
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2. Literature review
2.1 Cohesion

The concept of textual cohesion was introduced by Halliday and Hassan (1976). According 
to Halliday and Hassan (1976), cohesion refers to “relations of meaning that exist within 
the text, and that define it as a text” (p. 5). This perspective is similar to other scholars; Taboada 
(2004) defines cohesion as “the internal hanging together of the text” (p. 158) and Yule (2008) 
defines cohesion as, “the formal ties and connections that exist within the text” (p 169). A text 
here can be both spoken and written text that form a unified whole, and cohesion contributes 
to the construction of that text. For cohesion to occur, Halliday and Hassan (1976) stated that 
multiple strata of language organization are to be involved. These strata are semantic (meaning), 
lexico-grammatical (vocabulary and grammar), phonological and orthographic (expressions). 
In order to analyze instances of cohesion, they introduced a term called ‘tie’ which is used to 
identify occurrences of a pair of cohesively related items. These ties are: reference, substitution, 
ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion which can be categorized into two broad types of 
cohesion: grammatical cohesion and lexical cohesion (Halliday & Hassan, 1976). As its name 
suggests, grammatical cohesion refers to the grammatical elements that are used to express 
semantic relation within and between sentences to create a text (Afrianto, 2017). 
These grammatical elements are reference, substitution, ellipsis, and conjunction. The other type 
of cohesion is lexical cohesion which refers to the cohesive effects achieved by the selection 
of vocabulary (Halliday & Hassan, 1976). Here, semantic relations occur through the use of 
repetition, synonym, super ordinate, general word and collocation. 
This current study focuses on lexical cohesion which are words that are semantically related 
within a text. Lexical cohesion is non-grammatical and signifies cohesive effects that are attained 
by vocabulary choices (Michael, Muthusamy, Suppiah, Joseph & Che Razali, 2013). The lexical 
cohesion to be investigated in this study are categorized into three subtypes as in Towns and 
Watson Todd (2019): repetition/reference, logical relations, and conceptual association, 
but the focus in this study be on the latter two. These three subtypes are described below.

2.1.1 Repetition and reference
Repetition and reference are the types of cohesion which have been extensively 

investigated by previous researchers. Both repetition and reference were the type of cohesion 
which are found to be used very frequently among other types of cohesive markers in texts 
(Muhassin, 2018). For instance, a recent research study investigating cohesion in writing of 
EFL students shows that reference, especially repetition of words was overused in students’ 
argumentative essays (Wahid & Wahid, 2020). Other cohesive devices such as logical 
relationships (synonym, antonym, hypernym etc.) were underused. Previous literature by 
Witte and Faigley (1981) found that low quality essays tend to have more repetition while high 
quality essays tend to have greater lexical collocations (conceptual associations). The study by 
Witte and Faigley (1981) used a manual method for identifying repetition in texts. As technology 
advances, however, different methods have been used such as the web-based programs called 
Co-Metrix (Graesser, McNamara, Louwerse, & Cai, 2004). 
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2.1.2 Logical relationships
Another way that words can be connected in a text is through logical relationships, such 

as pairs of synonyms, hyponyms, or meronyms (Cruse, 2000). Halliday and Hassan (1976) 
referred to this as reiteration, defined as “a form of lexical cohesion which involves the repetition 
of a lexical item, at the end of the scale; the use of a general word to refer back to a lexical 
item, at the other end of a scale; and a number of things in between - the use of a synonym, 
near-synonym, or superordinate” (p.278). As in Towns and Watson Todd (2019), the current 
study will consider logical relationships to consisting of synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, 
co-hyponyms, and meronyms. 

2.1.3 Conceptual association
Different researchers from different fields tend to refer to the concept of words that 

are semantically associated differently, and so there is no widely accepted definition of this 
phenomenon (Jabeen, Gao & Andreae, 2019). In computer science, for instance, this concept has 
been called semantic association, which refers to words that have direct and indirect relationship 
towards one another (Sheth, Aleman-Meza, Arpinar, Halaschek, Ramakrishnan, Bertram, Warke, 
Avant, Arpinar, Anyanwu, & Kochut, 2005). In applied linguistics, words that often appear 
together within the same context are also called differently. For instance, Halliday and Hassan 
(1976) refer to this concept as ‘collocation’, ‘general heading’ or ‘covering term’ while Hoey 
(2005) calls it ‘semantic association’. Towns and Watson Todd (2019) refer to this concept as 
‘conceptual associations.’ Still, the construct of such terms is: “lexical items that regularly 
co-occur” (Halliday & Hassan, 1976, p. 284), or words that often appear together in the same 
context (Towns & Watson Todd, 2019). Conceptual association will be the term used for this 
research project.

In applied linguistics and writing research, conceptual association is the most problematic 
part of lexical cohesion (Wang & Liu, 2014) due to its subjective nature from person to person, 
and an automated tool for identifying conceptual associations is currently not available. 
Conceptual association largely relies on readers’ background knowledge, reading experiences, 
and context (Hellalet, 2013). This background knowledge, reading experience, and context of a 
text are different among individuals, making it challenging for researchers to develop guidelines 
that can capture associations among words. Witt and Faigley (1981) mentioned, “lexical 
collocations within a text are understood not only through the cues the writer provides, but also 
through the reader’s knowledge of general discourse, characteristics, and the world to which the 
discourse refers” (p.200). However, the study by Towns and Watson Todd (2019), which was 
investigating writing quality, found that conceptual association plays a major role in differences 
between proficient and exceptional writers. By using a lexical-chain approach, conceptual 
associations were found to be more abundant in exceptional writing than in proficient writing.
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2.2 Lexical chain and network graph approaches
Words that are related can be linked by a lexical chain which is a sequence of related 

words. To investigate lexical cohesion in a text, a lexical chain approach was used to identify sets 
of words that are semantically related. The lexical chain approach was a concept introduced by 
Morris and Hirst (1991). In a lexical chain approach, more than pairs of words can be associated 
since nearby related words spanning a topical unit of the text can also be sequenced (Morris & 
Hirst, 1991). Ever since the introduction of the concept, most previous studies tackle logical 
relationships through a lexical-chain approach for different purposes. For instance, Mukherjee, 
Leroy and Kauchak (2018) investigated three types of lexical chain to understand features of text 
simplification: exact, synonymous, and semantic. The easy and difficult texts were compared by 
the average chain length and number of cross chains. Silber and McCoy (2000) created a tool to 
summarize a large document quickly by presenting a linear time algorithm for calculating lexical 
chains. A lexical chain approach to investigate lexical cohesion was also used for measuring 
discourse coherence quality in test-taker essays. The study showed that lexical chaining features 
are useful for predicting discourse coherence quality (Somasundaran, Burstein & Chodorow, 
2014).

A lexical chain approach, however, does not reflect the true nature of the connections 
between words in a text. Instead of each word linking to at most a previous word and a subsequent 
word, words can actually have any number of connections to any number of words. Therefore, 
these relationships are best shown in a network graph. These network graphs contain words as 
nodes which are drawn in circles and connections between the words as edges which are drawn 
as lines (Yang & González-Bailón, 2017).

2.3 Purpose of the study
Since the lack of studies on conceptual associations appears to be somewhat of 

a methodological one as there is no clear method for identifying and classifying conceptual 
associations in a text, the current study will attempt to create a new methodology as well as 
applied an existing conceptual association taxonomy developed by Towns (2021). This is a pilot 
project of a larger research study that is investigating conceptual associations in graded readers. 
The analysis will be conducted on texts from different levels of graded readers. It is hoped that 
the methodology described in this paper is appropriate to the task and is able to show differences 
in conceptual associations between the texts, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data collection and text preparation

Data were obtained from two graded reader books with different levels of difficulty. 
The graded reader books were “Shirley Homes and the Cyber Thief”, which is designated as 
beginner level book (CEFR level A1-A2) and “Cry Freedom” which is an advanced level book 
(CEFR level B2-C1). To avoid confusion between the data used for the study and the research 
procedures, Stage 1 will be referred to as “beginner text” and Stage 6 as “advanced text”. 
Both books are published by Oxford Bookworms. The beginner text is about a detective named 
Shirley Homes and her investigation into a hacker that has attacked a company. The advanced 
text takes place in apartheid-era South Africa and is about a black man who is fighting for justice 
and equality. Details about the two books and their difficult levels printed on the book covers are 
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Difficulty details of the two graded reader books

The first 500 words from each text were converted into digital text for analysis by an 
iOS application called QuickScan. Once the text was digitally converted, OCR errors such as 
misspellings and any misrecognition of words scanned from the application were manually cor-
rected to ensure its accuracy. 

3.2 Data analysis
The main focus of this paper is to develop a methodology to identify and categorize 

conceptual associations using a network-based approach as an alternative method to the traditional 
lexical-chain approach. Towns’ (2021) taxonomy was used to categorize and identify conceptual 
associations. 

The five-step analysis process developed for this study was as follows, with details 
given below.

 1. Separate the text into sentences (for the ease of analysis and future reference)
2. Select potentially related words and group them into broad categories 
    with the help of a semantic tagger (as shown in Table 2)
3. Check word-pair combinations for potential relationships (as shown in Table 3)
4. Identify actual relationships (delete if there is not a clear relationship in the text) 
5. Rate the percentage of agreement between researchers. 

In the first step of the analysis, the texts were copied into Microsoft Excel and separated 
into sentences in order to ease the analysis process. Each passage had around 500 words. 
There were 147 sentences in the beginner text and 67 sentences in the advanced text. 

The second step of the analysis was to select potentially related words for categorization. 
A free online tool, the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (UCREL, n.d.), was used as an initial 
analysis tool for automatically grouping words into semantic categories. The benefit of using 
a semantic tagger in the beginning of the process is that it can automatically categorize related 
words or concepts into broad groups. This gives the researchers a starting point for potential 
conceptual association lexical chains in the text. For instance, the topics of the chains can be 
general or abstract terms, emotions, movements, locations, travel, transport, etc. In addition 
to the automatic semantic analysis, the researchers manually selected potential related words 
and categorized them into the same or different broad categories. Taking reliability into 
consideration, both researchers independently selected and categorized words into broad 
categories. The lists were then compared for agreement or disagreement between the researchers. 
Table 2 shows some of the results of this step of grouping words that are semantically similar in 
the beginner text. These groupings can be considered lexical chains of conceptual associations 
that run through the text.

Graded Reader Title

CEFR Level  A1-A2  B2-C1

Word count 6,063 29,420

headwords 400 2,500

headwords/total words 6% 8%

Shirley Homes Cry Freedom
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Table 2. A subset of the output of the UCREL semantic tagger for the beginner text

Although the lexical chains in Table 2 are a good start, this study is taking a network 
approach, so the third step involves creating a matrix which identifies the potential relationships 
for every word-pair combination. With this network approach, a single word or concept 
can be related to more than one concept. Both researchers independently filled in a matrix for 
single-word pair combinations to be later compared to agree or disagree upon. Table 3 shows 
an example of the matrix for the “science and technology” group shown in Table 2. If there is 
a relationship between two words in the text, then a 1 is entered into the intersecting cell. 
Otherwise, it is left blank. This allows for each word to link to many other words, rather than just 
the previous and subsequent words as in the lexical chains in Table 2.

This matrix can then be turned into a network graph. Each word is a node (circle) in the 
network, and each connection, shown by a “1” in the matrix, is drawn as an edge (line) between 
the two nodes that are connected. Figure 1 shows the conceptual association network for the 
group of semantically related words in Table 3. (All network graphs shown in this paper were 
drawn using a free online graph editor at https://csacademy.com/app/graph_editor/)

Table 3. A conceptual association matrix for the “science and technology” group

Semantic 
Group provided 
by USAS

Words in each 
group

Architecture, 
housing and 
the home

house
apartment
doors
room
addresses
home
chairs

Money and 
commerce 
in industry

business
office
clients
work
working
job
staff

technology
laptop
computers
cyber
screens
program
passwords
hacker

day
years
night
hours
Sunday
evening
Monday
morning

Science and 
technology Time

tech.

-technology

laptop

computer

cyber

screen

program

password

hacker

laptop

1

-

comp.

1

-

cyber

1

-

screens

1

-

prog.

1

1

1

1

-

pass.

1

-

hacker

1

1

1

1

1

1

-
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technology - 1  1  1  1 

laptop  - 1   1  1 

computer   -  1 1  1 

cyber    -  1 1 1 

screen     -    

program      -  1 

password       - 1 

hacker        - 

 
In the fourth step, all of the word-pair combinations from Step 3 were then listed, and both 

researchers used Towns’ (2021) taxonomy of conceptual associations to identify word-pair 
relationships. These word relationships include logical relationships such as hyponymic parent-

child and meronymic relationships, entity relationships which include people, objects, and abstract 
concepts, and activity relationships which relate actions to their subjects and objects.  

Step five of the methodology is concerned with inter-rater reliability. However, since this 
current study is a pilot study, both researchers simply compared and discussed the result for 
agreement. This step will be an important one to undertake in future research to ensure the 
reliability of the results. Some potential methods to test the reliability of the categorization of 
conceptual associations can be found in Bolognesi, Pilgram, and van den Heerik (2017).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Semantic connections network graph made from the matrix in Table 3  
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4. Results
This study has two main purposes. The first is to create a methodology for identifying 

and classifying conceptual associations in a text. The second is to test out the conceptual 
association category taxonomy from Towns (2021). After going through the first three steps of 
the methodology outlined above for the beginner and advanced texts, a semantic network graph 
was created for each of the two texts. The results can be seen in Figure 2 and 3.
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This study has two main purposes. The first is to create a methodology for identifying and 
classifying conceptual associations in a text. The second is to test out the conceptual association 
category taxonomy from Towns (2021). After going through the first three steps of the methodology 
outlined above for the beginner and advanced texts, a semantic network graph was created for each 
of the two texts. The results can be seen in Figure 2 and 3. 
 
Figure 2  Semantic network for the first 500 words of the beginner text 

 

 
Figure 3 Semantic network for the first 500 words of the advanced text 
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Figure 2. Semantic network for the first 500 words of the beginner text
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Several quantitative metrics can be derived from these network graphs that can show 
differences in the use of conceptual associations between the two texts. For example, the number 
of clusters of each size can be counted. As can be seen in Table 4, the results show that the beginner 

text contains a total of 17 clusters whereas there are a total of 13 clusters in the advanced text. 

Categorizing based on the cluster sizes, the size of the cluster that dominates the beginner text is 
the 2-node type with 11 clusters. For the advanced text, the 2-node type of cluster is also the most 
common size, but there are only six 2-node clusters. Both the beginner and advanced texts have 
similar numbers of medium-sized clusters (defined as 3 to 10 nodes) with 5 and 6 clusters 
respectively. For large size clusters (defined as more than 10 nodes), the beginner text has one 16-

node cluster while the advanced text has one very large 27-node cluster. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4  Number of words in each cluster sorted by size 
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Figure 3. Semantic network for the first 500 words of the advanced text

Several quantitative metrics can be derived from these network graphs that can show 
differences in the use of conceptual associations between the two texts. For example, the number 
of clusters of each size can be counted. As can be seen in Table 4, the results show that the beginner 
text contains a total of 17 clusters whereas there are a total of 13 clusters in the advanced text. 
Categorizing based on the cluster sizes, the size of the cluster that dominates the beginner text 
is the 2-node type with 11 clusters. For the advanced text, the 2-node type of cluster is also the 
most common size, but there are only six 2-node clusters. Both the beginner and advanced texts 
have similar numbers of medium-sized clusters (defined as 3 to 10 nodes) with 5 and 6 clusters 
respectively. For large size clusters (defined as more than 10 nodes), the beginner text has one 
16-node cluster while the advanced text has one very large 27-node cluster.
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Table 4. Number of words in each cluster sorted by size

In the fourth step of the methodology, all of the word-pair connections were categorized 
into relationship types based on the taxonomy in Towns (2021). Table 5 shows sample word-pair 
connections from the beginner text. As can be seen, the relationships are divided into three 
macro-categories of Activities, Entities, and Logical Relations.

Table 5. Sample word-pair conceptual associations from the beginner text

Size

Word 1 Word 2 Relationship

2

journalist
money
office
piece
file
magazine
security
money
chair
file
sun
hacker
expensive
home

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
...
16
...
27

Total

11

write
pay (v.)
working
write
email (v.)
write
password
rich
room
program
light
computer
prices
night

2
1
1
-
-
-
-
1
-
-
-
1
17

6

Activity: Agent
Activity: Instrument
Activity: Location
Activity: Output
Activity: Theme
Activity: Recipient
Entity: Abstract
Entity: Contingency
Entity: Location
Entity: Object
Entity: Origin
Entity: Participants
Entity: Property
Entity: Time

1
1
1
2
-
1
-
-
-
1
-
-

13

# of clusters in 
beginner text

# of clusters in 
advanced text
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Another quantitative metric that can be gathered from the semantic networks is the total 
number of word-pairs in each category, as shown in Table 6. The beginner text had a total of 
86 word-pairs while the advanced text had 75 word-pairs. Of the three macro-categories, the 
one with the biggest difference was in Entities, with Beginner and Advanced having 32 and 26 
word-pairs respectively. Most of the categories show similar results between the two texts, with 
the biggest differences being in the Entity category being Location (9 and 12) and Participants (9 
and 5), and in the Logical category differences can be seen in Parent-Child (10 and 3) and Sister 
Terms (5 and 10).

Table 6. Conceptual association relationship types in the Beginner and Advanced texts

BeginnerRelationship Type Advanced

light
laptop
England
evening
home

dark
computer
Europe
morning
house

Activity: Agent 4
3
1
4
1
5
18
7
2
9
2
1
0
9
4
1
32
6
10
5
5
10
36
86

2
4
2
1
0
6
15
6
0
12
3
0
0
5
5
0
26
4
3
10
3
14
34
75

Logical: Antonym

Logical: Antonym

Activity: Instrument

Logical: Parent-Child

Logical: Parent-Child

Activity: Location

Logical: Part-Whole

Logical: Part-Whole
Total Logical
Total All Relationships

Activity: Output

Logical: Sister terms

Logical: Sister terms

Activity: Theme
Total Activity

Total Entity

Logical: Synonym

Logical: Synonym

Activity: Recipient

Entity: Abstract
Entity: Contingency
Entity: Location
Entity: Object
Entity: Origin
Entity: Measurement
Entity: Participants
Entity: Property
Entity: Time
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5. Discussion
The aim of this study was to develop a methodology for identifying and categorizing 

semantic relationships in a text. From the results given in the previous section, it would appear 
that the methodology was successfully able to not only create the networks, but also to discover 
quantitative metrics that showed differences between the two texts. These quantitative metrics 
can be further explored qualitatively. 

One big difference between the two texts can be seen in the number of 2-node clusters 
found in each. The beginner text contained 11 such clusters while the advanced text contained 
only six. A qualitative analysis of how these connections were used in the text shows that the 
story in the beginner text progresses by using conversations and dialogues to move the story. 
Many topics in these conversations do not relate to the main theme of the story, which is about 
a detective investigating a computer crime in an office (as can be seen in the technology- and 
work-related nodes in the large 27-node cluster). For example, the conversation may be about 
asking one another to meet at a restaurant. This indicates that topics in the story are not very 
focused and are more scattered when compared to the advanced where the number of the 2-node 
clusters is cut in half.

The differences found in the number of word-pairs per category can also highlight 
differences in the texts. One of the largest categories in the beginner text is Entities:Participants, 
while one of the largest in Advanced is Entities:Locations. This shows that the beginner 
text is more focused on people interacting with objects such as hacker-computer and 
journalist-magazine. The advanced text, on the other hand, is much more detailed in its 
descriptions of the setting. In this story about apartheid-era South Africa, a white man visits 
a black man who is a leader in the resistance movement. Due to the social tensions of that time, 
the white man must travel through several locations to get to where the black man is hiding. 
This emphasis on the journey through these locations serves as a metaphor to the barriers 
between the races.

Another large difference can be seen in the Logical Relations macro-category. The beginner 
text has a lot of parent-child relationships, while the advanced text has a lot of Sister Terms and 
Part-Whole relationships. Based on the short texts analyzed in this pilot study, it is difficult to 
determine why this might be the case. But the methodology was able to uncover these differences, 
so perhaps with more data, more can be said about how authors of different leveled graded 
readers might use logical relations differently.

6. Conclusion
This paper describes a pilot study that is a part of a larger study concerning lexical 

cohesion in different text difficulty levels as seen in graded readers. The focus here was on 
creating a methodology for identifying and classifying logical relationships and conceptual 
associations. The first 500 words from two stages of graded readers, one being beginning and 
another being advanced, were used to seek out any differences in the use of these semantic 
connections. Using a network-based method, the result shows substantial differences relating 
to the numbers and sizes of clusters between two stages of graded readers. It was also shown 
that the network-based method can be an alternative approach to the traditional lexical-chain 
approach because it allows for a more realistic and detailed reporting of the many conceptual 
association relationships that occur in a text. In addition, previous studies investigating 
conceptual association indicate challenges in trying to identify and categorize such relations due 
to their subjective nature, but it is hoped that the list of semantic connections used in this study 
from Towns (2021) will provide a reliable taxonomy for future study. 
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Not only does this study point to potential implications for text analysis in general, 
it also has implications for language learning. In addition to considering syntactic and lexical 
complexity when authoring graded readers, appropriate uses of semantic connections should also 
be considered. However, the conclusions of this pilot study should be read with caution as this 
is the first study to develop and test the method using Towns’ (2021) taxonomy. Future studies 
concerning the current topic are therefore recommended in order to verify the processes in 
identifying and categorizing conceptual associations. It is hoped that further studies will confirm 
our findings.
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